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Jessica & Nicholas | August 13, 2016
photography: Dave Abreu Photography
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WHIMSICAL
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THE CEREMONY

Having a traditional Catholic ceremony at a local church was very important to 

both Jessica and Nicholas. Close family attended, friends were included in the 

service and the photo session held afterwards in and around various Toronto 

hotspots by Dave Abreu Photography perfectly expressed the newlyweds joy.   

Jessica and Nicholas’ love story began when they were 
tweens living down the street from one another. They end-
ed up at the same high school with mutual friends and a 
crush here and there but never acted on it. It wasn’t until 
they ran into each other while studying the same program 
in university that they finally started dating. 

event planner and makeup: All Things Pretty Inc.| AllThingsPretty.ca
flowers linens, rentals & decor: Rachel A. Clingen Wedding & Event Design
RachelaClingen.com

rentals and decor: Detailz Couture Event Rentals | DetailzCouture.com 
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dance floor decor: Event Graffiti | EventGraffiti.com



THE RECEPTION
Jessica and Nicholas wanted their reception to be a big, beautiful celebration 

with a party atmosphere. Everywhere you looked, there was something to 

do, see or eat. From the great band and DJ, macaron ice cream cart, outdoor 

food truck, Portuguese midnight buffet and floral wall photo booth, every  
component led the night to be a memorable one. 
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THE DECOR
All Things Pretty Inc. combined the industrial setting of the venue with a  

romantic palette of pink, ivory and gold to create Jessica’s vision of a soft 

and whimsical wedding. Tables featured clear candelabras and chairs by  

Detailz Couture Event Rentals, elegant pink stationery by Paper Damsels and 

luscious florals in high and low arrangements by Rachel A. Clingen Wedding 
& Event Design. From the drapery backdrop at the sweetheart table to the tex-

tured three-tiered cake, pink made its presence known. At the centre of it all was 

a gorgeous dance floor by Event Graffiti unifying the scene.

The Bride Says… 
“It’s not everyday you get all your loved ones in one 

room celebrating you and the love you’ve found. It’s an 
overwhelming but beautiful feeling.”

Dave Abreu Photography | (416) 532-3137
Dave is an award-winning photographer whose art 

crosses boarders. Inspired by diverse people and places, 

his photography brings a journalistic and cinematic 

insight to his subjects, their environment and stories. 

www.DaveAbreuPhotography.com
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